INTRODUCTION
Highly spherical polymer shells with uniform wall thicknesses are used as Inextial Confinement Fusion (ICF) targets. Current targets for the U.S. ICF Program are built around polystyrene microshells no more than 0.5 mm in diameter. As more powerful lasers come on-line, microshells with diameters up to 2 mm will be needed.' One technique for producing such shells is controlled-mass microencapsulation which consists of fonning a water-oil-water emulsion shell using a triple orifice droplet generator. The solvent from the oil phase, in which polymer is dissolved, diffuses into the adjacent external and core water phases, resulting in a hardened polymer shell, as shown in Figure 1 . In addition to the diameter and wall thickness specifications, shells must have excellent concentricity and sphericity. Shells must also be free of vacuoles, which are micron-scale voids believed to result from the microphase separation of trace amounts of water within the oil-rich wall during shell hardening. There are many variables that affect the shell solidification dynamics and vacuole content. These include polymer and solvent type, initial compositions of each phase, foreign particulate levels, orifice flow rates, temperature, and agitation. The objective of the modeling effort is to aid in achieving desired target quality by providing an efficient means to explore the effect of processing variables on the dynamics of shell dimensions, concentricity, and phase behavior.
THE MODEL

*
Our model simulates the transient evolution of radial composition profiles and wall thickness of a spherically symmetric shell. Mass transfer within the wall is assumed to be diffusive; no fluid circulation within the wall is considered. In a fluid of N independent chemical components, there are N -1 independent diffusion fluxes Ji defined by -
where pi is the mass of component i per unit volume and is the local mean velocity of i.
Equation (1) where pk is the chemical potential of species k and T is the absolute temperature.
The principal practical difficulty in using this formulation to treat diffusion phenomena arises from the general lack of knowledge concerning the magnitude and concentration dependence of the Ly . Although the Le can, in principle, be evaluated from their time-correlation-function expressions2 by means of molecular dynamics simulations, this would entail considerable effort to cover the wide concentration ranges spanned during shell fomtion. A more promising approach may be to evaluate the Lg by emulating &casu3 who has used the random phase approximation to express the interdiffusion coefficient of pseudo-binary polymer mixtures and solutions in terms of more fundamentally accessible component mobilities and partial structure factors. Computer simulations could then be used to selectively test these approximate analytical results. The thermodynamic factors dpi / dpj can be computed from an accurate expression for the free energy of mixing of the multicomponent system, which we obtain using the UNIFAP methodology. 4 The UNIFAP temperature and free-volume dependencies were modified to improve the water/solvent solubility predictions. Until the comprehensive multicomponent treatment is available, we have implemented a more empirical approach to help interpret and understand the experimental results.
In our current simplified approach we use mass fractions as the concentration variables, neglect all of the diffusional cross terms, and approximate the remaining diagonal terms using the FujitaDoolittle relation,
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Here, Di is the pseudo-binary diffusivity of solvent i in the polymer solution, Do is the infinite dilution diffusivity of i in the pure polymer, vs is the total solvent volume fraction, and A and B are semi-empirical parameters. This procedure neglects all effects of non-ideal and immiscible solution behavior on diffusion that would enter through the thermodynamic factors in equation (5). This will be most significant of course, for the transport of water into and out of the drying shell.
Mass transfer fluxes between phases (core/wall/external) are of the form where k,,, is the mass transfer coefficient, Wi" is the weight fraction of i in a saturated thin film at the interface, and Widest is the bulk weight fraction of i on the destination side of the interface.
The mass transfer coefficient for each component is estimated using the Chilton-Colburn5 relation and verified experimentally. The value Of W j h is computed from the equation,
where vi is the volume fraction of component i, w,f@ is the saturation weight fraction of i in another component j , and the superscripts orig and &st refer to the origin and destination sides of the interface, respectively. This definition assumes that the amount of a Component i present at the interface is based on the availability of i on the origin side of the interface and on the extent to which i can saturate a thin film of all other componentsj on the destination side of the interface. Saturation values axe taken fmm literature on pair miscibilities.
The spherically-symmetric mass transfer equations describing the system are sf the form where wi is the time derivative of the weight fraction of i and Ur is the bulk mass-average velocity at radial position r. The temporal evolution of the system is simulated using an iterative Galerkin6 finite element scheme on a non-uniform 21-node grid; the nodes are more densely spaced toward the outer shell wall. The external flux at the outer wall boundary is calculated via equation (7); a no-flux boundary is maintained at the inner walVcore (quiescent) boundary. For each time step, the external mass transfer of each component is calculated and the outer wall position is adjusted (shrinks) to conserve pure component densities within the wall, under the assumption of ideal mixing. The boundary weight fractions of each component are then adjusted independently based on Jacobians until the remaining wall mass is conserved and self-consistent overall profiles of bulk velocity, density, and diffusivity are converged upon. With each iteration, weight fraction profiles are calculated by solving the tridiagonal finite element matrices using standard matrix calculation techniques. A typical simulation run of loo0 s, using a time step of 0.1 s, requires approximately one hour on a 486 personal computer. The primary outputs of the model are the evolution of shell diameter and wall composition profdes. From these quantities, the wall thickness, density, and phase behavior are also calculated.
RESULTS
Modeling results were used to guide experiments for process optimization using the following strategy: (i) generate experimental and model results under specific test conditions; (ii) confirm model accuracy by comparing with experimental results; (iii) explore the predicted effects of composition and processing variables on final target properties by running the model under various new conditions; (iv) identify optimum initial fluid compositions and processing conditions, and (v) carry out experiments near predicted optimum conditions.
To test the reliability of the model, experimental shell production and simulated runs were performed under the same conditions. The inputs to the model included standard reference values of pure component densities and pair saturation weight fractions. Fujita-Doolittle parameters (A and B ) were taken from literature values7 on other polymer systems; these parameters were assumed to hold for the organic solvents used in this work. Do values were selected to yield 1x10-5 (order of magnitude of liquid self-diffusivity) at infinite polymer dilution. Therefore, the diffusivities of the components are assumed to have the same dependence on polymer concentration.
Experimental shell behavior was measured by producing shells in a special viewing column. Individual shells were suspended by a metered flow of external fluid, video taped during the solidification process, and then analyzed with frame-grabbing software. The dimensional evolution of a test system with wall fluid consisting of polystyrene dissolved in methylethylketone/l,2-dichloroethane/benzene at 40 ' C is shown in Figure 2 . The prediction of wall thinning compares well with experimental results. t Figure 2.   I ' ..,(. , . , ( , s,, . . . 
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produced with Predictions of the wall density trajectory showed relatively large (> 0.05) core/wall density differences during solidification (see Figure 3 ). This suggested that there may be severe core/wall nonconcentricity (core offset); in the past, only the method of agitation was presumed to influence concentricity. Further analysis of the video images confirmed that the core position does vary significantly prior to solidification. The experimental window of core/wall density-matching was accurately predicted by the model, as shown in Figure 3 . If shells solidify when the core/wall density difference is significant, one would expect poor concentricity to result. Therefore, we employed the model to efficiently explore many initial wall compositions and processing temperatures which would result in cordwall density-matching just prior to shell solidification (= 40% polymer by viscometry). Conditions which met this objective were identified and then implemented experimentally. Shell production runs at conditions close to these yieided significantly higher (99%) concentricity than achieved prior to the modeling effort (65%), bringing shell concentricity up to target standards.
To address the vacuole problem, the evolution of trace amounts of water entering into the shell wall was tracked in the simulations. Figure 4 shows the water concentration trajectory and its proximity to phase envelope estimations from the modified UNIFAP calculations. Initially, trace amounts of water diffuses into the organic-rich wall. As the wall becomes polymer-rich, water is rejected back out into the external fluid.
If the trajectory does actually cross into the 2-phase region, microphase separation may occur. Considering the simplifying assumptions within the model, these results suggest that microphase separation is a reasonable explanation for vacuole formation. In the future, the full multicomponent diffusion formalism described above will be implemented to produce more reliable predictions of the water dynamics and thermodynamics. The model can then be used to explore processing and compositional conditions which suppress vacuole formation. 
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